
We’re only a few months away from reuniting with the titular nanny of our
childhoods, but can the new Mary Poppins cast live up to the old legacy?

It’s the same ol’ pirate ship house on Cherry Tree Lane, the same tattered green kite and
blustery day. It’s the same floral handbag, parrot umbrella, and double reflection. Mary Poppins
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has returned to once again take care of the Banks children.

“Us?” asks Michael’s youngest son. “Oh. Yes, you too,” replies Ms. Poppins.

FanSided Entertainment - Daily Highlights
Sponsored by Connatix

The official trailer for Disney’s remake of the 1964 classic released just two weeks ago, making
long-time Poppins fans feel “as lucky as lucky can be.” But, of course, with that gleeful
excitement comes a small spoonful of speculation. After all, how can a remake, over 50 years
later, live up to the legacy that acting icons Julie Andrews and Dick Van Dyke left imprinted on
the hearts of children all over the U.S.?

The answer seems to lie with the stellar cast the Into The Woods director Rob Marshall has put
together, made up of both new and returning members, coupled with the cartoon magic we all
remember and adventures we’ve never seen before.

Mary Poppins Returns | O�cial Trailer
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Mary Poppins Returns, releasing earlier than expected on December 19, takes place in
depression-era London, where Mary (Emily Blunt) arrives 20 years after her first visit to aid the
now-grown Jane (Emily Mortimer) and Michael Banks (Ben Whishaw). With the assistance of her
lamplighter friend Jack, Ms. Poppins helps Michael and his three children recover from loosing a
beloved mother as they rediscover the joy and wonder missing from their lives.

“I feel a little more trepidation with this [character] because she’s so emblematic of
people’s nostalgia,” said Blunt in an interview with Entertainment Weekly. “It’s such an important
character in people’s childhood.”

Back in 2016, Blunt had not yet spoken to Andrews, about being asked to reprise the role, but
when Marshall crossed paths with the Academy Award-winning actress at the Hamptons, he
told told her Blunt would be his leading nanny in the film, to which Andrews replied,  “Oh,
wonderful!”
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“I felt like I wanted to cry,” said Blunt to EW. “It was lovely to get her stamp of approval. That took
the edge off it, for sure.”

Despite the remake drawing in criticisms from some fans of the original, Andrews’ blessing gave
Blunt some ease regarding her creative freedoms with Poppin’s character. While Andrews’
version of Mary was sweet but firm, Blunt says her Mary Poppins will be more closely related to
P.L. Travers’ original series, admitting to EW, “She’s a little meaner, yeah.”

MORE: Lin Manuel Miranda Is Jack The Lamplighter In New Mary Poppins Photo

But Blunt is not the only cast member with a predecessor’s shadow to overcome. Lin-Manuel
Miranda, star and creator of the Broadway hit musical Hamilton, plays the new maintenance
man on the block, Jack, a tip-of-the-hat to Dick Van Dyke’s exuberant and lovable Bert, the
chimney sweep. There’s even a lamplighters musical number, written by composer Marc
Shaiman and Scott Wittman, that’s in “practically perfect” parallel to Step In Time.

Buy Now!
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Unlike Andrews, Van Dyke, does appear in the new Disney film but in a different role, as the son
of the penny-pinching banker Mr. Dawes, who used to employ Michael and Jane’s father. In the
trailer, a white-bearded Van Dyke can be seen breaking out into a tap-dance number on the
bank’s mahogany table.

While some might view Van Dyke’s
appearance in Mary Poppins
Returns as a chance for the actor to
atone for his something-quite-
atrocious accent in the original,
Miranda has promised to deliver an
accent even less accurate than the one
Van Dyke offered.

“I intend to represent a corner of
London with my accent that has not yet
been invented,” said Miranda in an
interview with USA Today. “I’m going to have the worst accent in the history of English accents
— I’m going to sound like I’m from another planet.”

Mary Poppins might have embodied the essence of prim and proper, but perfection was never a
concern in Disney’s original film. In fact, the movie thrived off of the colorful, the ridiculous and
the absurd. The rediscovering of childhood wonder was a theme in the original Mary Poppins
and from what can be seen in the trailer, Marshall has done well in keeping the story’s spirit
alive in 2018, from Mary’s vibrant wardrobe, to cartoon animal carriage rides.
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But the wild adventures don’t just stop at accents and outfits. More cast members join in the
antics with Meryl Streep playing Poppins’s spunky, red-headed cousin, Topsy, and acting
legend Angela Lansbury makes an appearance as the big-hatted rainbow balloon lady.

“I am truly humbled and honored to be asked by Disney to bring P.L. Travers’ further adventures
to the screen,” said Marshall in a statement. “The iconic original film means so much to me
personally, and I look forward to creating an original movie musical that can bring Mary Poppins,
and her message that childlike wonder can be found in even the most challenging of times, to a
whole new generation.”

Regardless of fans acting slightly overprotective of the story they grew up with, Blunt still
believes that the return of Mary Poppins could not be better timed. And perhaps the goal of this
film is less about reaching the previously set bar, and more about recreating a specific feeling.
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“The world is fragile right now, and people need a film like this,” said Blunt in an interview with
The Sunday Times. “It’s incredibly hopeful. I didn’t watch the original while shooting, but it’s
seared into my memory — this idea of her as this incredibly unsentimental character who swept
into their lives and made it all right. I found a great comfort in that as a child.”

NEXT: Disney’s Jungle Cruise has set sail, slated for release in 2019

Do you think the Mary Poppins Returns cast and crew show promise? What other Disney
remakes are you getting excited for? Share your thoughts in the comments below.
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They lose if they bring him back, they lose if they don’t. We all want to see
Wolverine again, but here’s why it’s a tricky situation for Marvel and Disney right
now.

Wolverine is the (insert poop emoji here). We all love him. He is one of the most recognizable
mutants in the X-Men/Marvel universe. But bringing him back right now or not bringing him back
in the Avengers franchise or otherwise is a lose-lose situation for Disney right now.

The other day I was scrolling through YouTube when I saw a Screen Rant video about the
possibility of Wolverine joining the MCU in Avengers 4. And being a Wolverine fan (ok — nerd)
myself, I had to check it out.

And while the video was great and had a lot of good points, I couldn’t help but think that Marvel
really can’t win with the Wolverine situation for two reasons.

First lose of the lose/lose: Hugh Jackman fans are likely not ready yet to
see the mutant portrayed by another actor. 

We all know the phrase “too soon.” Honestly, it might be too soon to move on from Jackman right
now. Why? Because seeing another actor portray the mutant would be downright sad for many.

And also, people change their minds from time to time.  Hugh Jackman’s retirement from the
role really could evaporate into thin air if the Australian ever had a change of heart, which is
completely possible given his comments about his temptation to play Wolverine in The
Avengers.

DISNEY

The Avengers’ MCU is in a lose-lose

situation with future of Wolverine

 by Ryan Mekkes 3 days ago  Follow @RyanLeeMekkes
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Jackman did such an incredible job and developed such a following during his years as the
Wolverine that it would be very strange to see him replaced right now. And quite frankly, it just
might not go over very well with hardcore X-Men fans if this were to happen only a few years
after his stated final movie, Logan, hit theaters.

So in honor of his fans, Disney may decide that it’s simply not worth the risk to bring in another
actor right now. Can you imagine the hole they’d be trying to dig themselves out of if viewers
turned on them for choosing the “wrong guy” to replace him? To put things simply, the risk may
outweigh the reward right now as far as resurrecting the mutant.

And even if they found a great new actor to replace him — someone inarguably perfect for the
role and Wolverine-like in every way — it might just be “too soon.”

Second lose of the lose/lose: Young fans and Wolverine enthusiasts will
grow impatient quickly if the clawed mutant doesn’t make a comeback
soon. 

Disney just can’t win. As much as we all love Hugh Jackman, these Marvel movies just aren’t the
same without Wolverine in the mix; he’s just too dynamic a character to leave out for long. It’s
hard to deny that not having this character available to the Avengers‘ MCU and Marvel, in
general, makes the movies’ respective ceilings much lower than they could be. So eventually,
they will have to write him into the script again.

And while so many of us hope that we
haven’t seen the last of Hugh Jackman,
life must eventually go on. Either he
returns, or we will eventually, maybe
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even soon, have another Wolverine;
that’s just the way life works.

But how long will fans be able to hold on before the wait becomes too long? A year? Two years?
Three? The best way to tell may be to monitor social media.

When massive amounts of fans want something to happen these days, it becomes obvious very
quickly. So look for Twitter activity to blow up surrounding Wolverine, and that may just be the
calling card to bring him back.

We may just have to wait 

This really comes down to a “you can’t please everyone” situation. But at the end of the day, all
things considered, a patient approach will likely pay off for Disney. Creating suspense around the
character and making fans wait will only make Wolverine’s return all the greater when the time
comes to unleash him again.

In the meantime, Disney really has to think carefully about who to cast in the case that Jackman
doesn’t return. Someone will have to fill those shoes, and you better believe they’re on the
scouting trail. (A moment of silence for this poor fella…no pressure dude!!)

NEXT: Marvel’s Loki and Scarlet Witch will return in their own spin-off series on

Disney’s streaming service

How do you think Disney will approach the Wolverine conundrum? Let us know in the
comments below! 
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